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Abstract: In the electrochemical CO2 reduction reaction
(CO2RR), it is challenging to develop a stable, well-defined
catalyst model system that is able to examine the influence of
the synergistic effect between adjacent catalytic active sites on
the selective generation of C1 or C2 products. We have
designed and synthesized a stable crystalline single-chain
catalyst model system for electrochemical CO2RR, which
involves four homomorphic one-dimensional chain-like com-
pounds (Cu-PzH, Cu-PzCl, Cu-PzBr, and Cu-PzI). The main
structural difference of these four chains is the substituents of
halogen atoms with different electronegativity on the Pz
ligands. Consequently, different synergistic effects between bi-
copper centers lead to changes in the faradic efficiency
(FECH4

:FEC2H4
). This work provides a simple and stable

crystalline single-chain model system for systematically study-
ing the influence of coordination microenvironment on
catalytically active centers in the CO2RR.

Introduction

Electrocatalytic CO2 reduction reaction (CO2RR) is an
important green conversion pathway that can convert CO2

into value-added C-based energy chemicals for reuse.[1] It is
widely believed that selectively convert CO2 into C1 or C2
hydrocarbon reduction products with high combustion value
and energy density is a desirable choice, such as methane
(CH4) and ethylene (C2H4).[2] In order to effectively regulate
the selectivity of specific hydrocarbon reduction products, it is
generally considered that constructing a well-designed cata-
lyst structure plays a crucial role in clearly understanding the
structure-performance relationship and electrocatalytic reac-
tion mechanism.[3] At present, Cu-based nanomaterials/nano-
composites are widely treated as the most effective electro-
catalysts for CO2RR in literature, because they are capable of
selectively reducing CO2 into different hydrocarbon prod-
ucts.[4] Especially in flow cell with a gas diffusion layer (GDL),
the three-phase interface (alkaline electrolyte/catalyst/CO2)
can overcome the mass transfer limit of CO2 and solve the

problem of the low solubility of CO2 ;[5] the alkaline environ-
ment can effectively inhibit HER and reduce the activation
energy barrier of C@C coupling.[6] Currently, a variety of high-
performance Cu-based catalyst materials have been designed
and synthesized to study the electrocatalytic reaction mech-
anisms of CO2-to-hydrocarbon conversions by adjusting the
crystal facets/phases,[7] material composition,[8] size effect,[9]

morphology,[10] metal alloys,[11] valence state,[12] doping,[13] etc.
However, investigating the influence of the synergistic effect
between adjacent catalytic active sites derived from the
coordination microenvironment variation on the selective
generation of C1 or C2 products is rarely reported.

In the process of CO2RR, the variation of the direct
coordination microenvironment of catalytic active center
usually has an important impact on its charge density
distribution and structural geometry, which may lead to
significant free energy changes of different intermediate
species adsorbed on the catalytic site, and then affect the
activation path and selectivity of the specific hydrocarbon
product.[14] Especially for the formation of multi-carbon
products, it often requires the synergistic effect of adjacent
catalytic active sites where the change of structural geometry
(such as distance and angle) is likely to influence the
probability of C@C coupling greatly. In this case, establishing
a well-defined catalyst model system to intuitively understand
the impact of the coordination microenvironmentQs changes
on the selectivity and conversion mechanism of hydrocarbon
products is very important and necessary.[15] Crystalline
electrocatalyst materials with clear crystallographic informa-
tion and structural designability are expected to be ideal
catalyst models for satisfying the abovementioned conditions;
because they can provide a nearly visual research platform to
identify the real catalytic active sites and monitor the change
of coordination structure geometry.[16] Moreover, their clear
crystal structures can offer accurately theoretical calculation
models to study the impacts of the synergistic effect caused by
the coordination microenvironment of adjacent catalytic
active sites on electrocatalytic reaction mechanism and
selectivity of the specific hydrocarbon products. However,
the challenge for limiting crystalline materials applied to flow
cell is always their structural instability, and thus only a few
stable crystal materials are competent to this reaction to date.
In addition, although many electrocatalysts modified by
halogen show relatively good catalytic performance,[17] there
is currently no report in the literature that adjusting the
second coordination environment by using halogens can
affect the synergistic effect between two adjacent catalytically
active sites and ultimately lead to different product selectiv-
ities.
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Based on the above considerations, we elaborately design
and synthesize a series of stable homomorphic one-dimen-
sional (1D) chain compounds, [Cu(4-XPz)2]n·solvent, (X = H,
Cl, Br, I; Pz = pyrazole), named as Cu-PzH, Cu-PzCl, Cu-
PzBr, and Cu-PzI, respectively. The main difference among
these chain structures is the substituents of halogen atoms
with different electronegativity on the Pz ligands coordinated
to crystallographic dependent Cu atom, which results in the
distance (DCu-Cu) and dihedral angle (bCu-Cu) variations of
contiguous active Cu sites within the chains. Therefore, these
crystalline single chains can serve as a model electrocatalyst
system to study the influence of coordination microenviron-
mental variation of neighboring catalytic active sites on the
selectivity and electrocatalytic reaction mechanism of
CO2RR. Furthermore, these crystalline chains are stable in
strongly alkaline solution (pH 14) for more than three days
and maintain the integrity of the structures, which are
believed to be the potential crystalline electrocatalysts for
CO2RR in flow cell. In these chain structures, the variations of
coordination microenvironment induce the different syner-
gistic effects: the change of DCu-Cu (from 3.57 to 3.63 c) and
bCu-Cu (from 74.48 to 70.8788) between bi-Cu centers, directly
leading to the regular ratio FECH4

: FEC2H4
changes from 1:6.5,

1:2.3, 1:1.2 to 1:0.3 (Scheme 1). At @1.0 V (vs. RHE), the
FEC2H4

of Cu-PzH reaches up to 60% with a larger current
density (@346.46 mAcm@2), which is the highest in Cu-based
crystalline materials. In contrast, Cu-PzI exhibits the highest
FECH4

of 52 % with the partial current density
(@287.52 mAcm@2). Based on accurate crystalline structure
models, density functional theory (DFT) calculations discover
that Cu-PzH (DCu-Cu = 3.57 c, bCu-Cu = 74.4888) has the lowest
reaction energy barrier for C2H4 generation because of the
shortest *CO···*COH distance (1.483 c) for C@C coupling. In
contrast, Cu-PzI (DCu-Cu = 3.63 c, bCu-Cu = 70.8788) is more
inclined to the protonation of *CO to produce CH4 with the
lowest reaction energy barrier. It can be concluded that
coordination microenvironment variations obviously affect
the changes of the synergistic effect of neighboring bi-copper
centers and the d-band center, and then regulate the
adsorption ability of the key intermediate species (*COCOH
and *HCO). This work provides a simple and stable
crystalline model system for systematically and intuitively
studying the important influence of the slight variations of the

synergistic effect of adjacent catalytic active sites on the
electroreduction of CO2 to C1 or C2 products.

Results and Discussion

Single crystal X-ray diffraction studies reveal that Cu-PzH
crystallizes in orthorhombic with a space group Cmcm,[18]

while Cu-PzCl, Cu-PzBr, Cu-PzI crystallize in monoclinic
P21/m space group (Supporting Information, Table S1). The
main bodies of these four compounds are one-dimensional
chain-like structures. In these chains, the asymmetric unit has
only one crystallographically independent Cu1 atom, whose
coordination environment is octahedral geometry. Cu1 atom
is connected with four nitrogen atoms of four ligands on the
equatorial plane, and coordinates two water molecules on the
axial position, which are easy to leave under external
stimulation. The coordination environment of neighboring
bi-Cu atoms within every chain structure is the same. The
more detailed structural information of the four chains is
shown in Figures S1–S4 (Supporting Information). Moreover,
the main structural difference of these four chains is the
variations of coordination microenvironment of Cu1 atom,
which refers to the 4-position of pyrazole (4-XPz) is occupied
by different electronegative atoms (X = H, Cl, Br, I) on the
equatorial plane (Figure 1a). With the variations of coordi-
nation microenvironment, the distance (DCu-Cu) between
adjacent bi-Cu sites changes (3.64 c for Cu-PzH, 3.61 c for
Cu-PzCl, 3.60 c for Cu-PzBr, and 3.64 c for Cu-PzI) in the
overall structure, and so is the dihedral angle (bCu-Cu), which is
defined by the intersection of two equatorial planes of

Scheme 1. Illustration of the difference in selectivity for Cu-PzX (where
X =H, Cl, Br, I) in the electrochemical CO2RR.

Figure 1. The structure and characterization of Cu-PzX (where X = H,
Cl, Br, I). a) The chain structures of Cu-PzX catalysts used for electro-
chemical CO2RR in a flow cell. b–e) STEM and mapping images of Cu-
PzX (b), Cu-PzH (c), Cu-PzCl (d), Cu-PzBr, and Cu-PzI (e).
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neighboring Cu1 atoms. The dihedral angles (bCu-Cu) of Cu-
PzH, Cu-PzCl, Cu-PzBr, Cu-PzI are 71.6788, 73.2788, 72.5188,
and 70.3088, respectively. It is worth noting that the axial water
molecules of the Cu atom are easy to leave to become active
sites for the adsorption and activation of small molecules
(e.g., CO2). Of course, the distance (DCu-Cu) and dihedral
angle(bCu-Cu) between adjacent bi-copper atoms also change
with the departure of coordination water molecules: the
distances (DCu-Cu) for Cu-PzH, Cu-PzCl, Cu-PzBr, and Cu-
PzI gradually increase from 3.57 c, 3.60 c, 3.61 c to 3.63 c,
but dihedral angles (bCu-Cu) decrease from 74.4888, 72.4288,
71.8288 to 70.8788. Finally, these four single chains are all further
stacked through intermolecular interactions to form three-
dimensional supramolecular structures.

The powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) proves that the
experimental peaks of Cu-PzX are consistent with their
simulated patterns, suggesting the successful synthesis and
high purity of these chains (Figures S5 and S6). Field emission
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) characterization shows
that their morphologies are long rod-shaped crystals, and the
corresponding energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS) map-
ping proves the uniform distribution of elements such as Cu,
N, Cl, Br, and I (Figure 1b–e). Thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA) shows that structures of Cu-PzCl, Cu-PzBr, and Cu-
PzI remain thermodynamically stable before heating to
280 88C. Compared to the other three chains, Cu-PzH lacks
a platform due to without DMA solvent molecules in this
structure (Figure S7). Moreover, these chains also have
excellent chemical stability because the frameworks of these
crystals remain intact after soaking in 1 M KOH for 3 days at
room temperature (Figures S9 and S10). The CO2 adsorption
plots show that the adsorption capacity of Cu-PzI adsorption
ability is slightly stronger than others (Figure S8). Based on
the high thermodynamic and chemical stability of these four
chains and their apparent CO2 adsorption capacity, we believe
that they may be suitable as electrocatalysts for CO2

reduction.
The electrocatalytic activity and selectivity of these chain

catalysts towards CO2RR evaluate in a three-compartment
flow cell employing the catalyst-modified carbon paper
electrode as the working electrode and 1 M KOH as electro-
lyte. The performances of these electrodes are tested at a wide
potential from @0.6 V to @1.1 V (vs. RHE) under a continu-
ous flow of CO2 (for faradic efficiencies using Cu-PzX as
electrocatalysts, see the Supporting Information, Tables S2–
55), While the gas and liquid products are analyzed by on-line
gas chromatography (GC) and 1H nuclear magnetic reso-
nance spectroscopy (NMR) (Figures S11–S13). There is no
liquid product detected by 1H NMR (Figure S13). All the
potentials are measured versus Ag/AgCl electrode, and the
results were reported versus reversible hydrogen electrode
(RHE).

During the electrocatalytic CO2RR experiments, the
polarization curves are performed by linear sweep voltam-
metry (LSV) mode at a scan rate of 8 mVs@1 in 1 M KOH
solution with CO2/Ar flowing in order to test the reaction
activities of these chains. The current density of all these
chains in the test voltage range (@0.6 to @1.1 V vs. RHE) in
CO2 atmosphere is higher than that in N2 atmosphere,

suggesting their higher reaction activity of electrocatalytic
CO2RR than HER (Figure 2b; Figure S14).

Based on the structural characteristics of the four chain
catalysts, the influence of the coordination microenvironment
on the selectivity of electrochemical CO2RR products is
systematically studied, the corresponding product distribution
is displayed in Figure 2a. At the less negative potentials

(>@0.8 V), CO is determined to be the main reduction
product (FECO> 42 %) for these chain catalysts, followed by
C2H4. While we also detect CH4 at initial potential, the
amount is very low (FECH4

< 14 %). The main by-product is
H2 (FEH2

< 20%) formed by HER within the test voltage
range (@0.6 to @1.1 V vs. RHE), which means that the
designed single-chain model systems can effectively inhibit
HER. Moreover, The FECH4

and FEC2H4
increase with more

negative potentials. For Cu-PzH, the FEC2H4
continuously

increases, and C2H4 is regarded as the dominant product; it
gives the highest FEC2H4

(60%) at @1.0 V with a large current
density of @346.46 mAcm@2 along with 8.53 % FECH4

and
23.57 % FECO. This is the first case to achieve electrochemical
CO2RR to C2H4 with such high selectivity along with
coordination polymer as the catalyst and shows one of the

Figure 2. Electrocatalytic performance of Cu-PzX (where X =H, Cl, Br,
I). a) All the faradic efficiency (FE) of products with Cu-PzX as
electrocatalyst at different applied potentials (@0.6 V to @1.1 V).
b) Linear sweep voltametric curves. c) FEs of CH4 and C2H4 on Cu-PzX
at @1.0 V. d) FEs for C2H4 on Cu-PzX at different applied potentials.
e) FEs for CH4 on Cu-PzX at different applied potentials.
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best performances of electroreduction from CO2 to CH4

among Cu-based catalysts (Table S6). When the substituent
of the 4-XPz ligand changes from Cl, Br to I atom, the FE of
C2H4 gradually decreases, while the FE of CH4 is increasing.
For Cu-PzCl and Cu-PzBr, it gives the highest FEC2H4

(39.4 %,
31.14 %) at @0.9 V and the highest FECH4

(21.03%, 25.35%)
at@1.0 V (Figure 2d,e). Especially for Cu-PzI, the FE of CH4

can rise up to 52% at @1.0 V with a large current density of
@287.52 mAcm@2, and the FE of C2H4 drops to 16.04%. To
further reveal the activity of the excellent performance of
four chain catalysts, partial current densities of CH4, CO,
C2H4, and H2 at different potentials are shown in Figures S15–
S18. More importantly, it can be seen intuitively that the
selective ratio of CH4 and C2H4 gradually decreases from
1:6.5, 1:2.3, 1:1.2 to 1:0.3 at @1.0 V in flow cell (Figure 2 c). In
addition, we also calculate the mass productivities (weighted
on copper mass) of C2H4 and CH4 in Cu-PzX (Table S7).
Besides, the bare carbon paper is measured as comparisons,
and H2 as the main product is detected (Figure S19). This
result shows that the variation of coordination microenviron-
ment in these chain catalysts indeed affects the selectivity of
electrocatalytic products.

In order to verify the source of CH4 and C2H4, the 13C
isotope labeling experiment is carried out by gas chromatog-
raphy-mass spectrometry. As shown in Figure S20, the peak at
m/z = 29, 17, 30 are, respectively assigned to 13CO, 13CH4,
13C2H4, indicating that the carbon source of the reduction
products indeed derives from the CO2 used. Besides, to
further explore the potential factors of different product
selectivity, the electrochemical double-layer capacitance
(Cdl) measurements are carried out to estimate the electro-
chemical surface area (ECSA) (Figure S21). The results show
that Cu-PzI indeed exhibits the largest Cdl value, and Cu-PzH
exhibits the smallest Cdl value among four chains, which
indicates that Cu-PzI can afford much more accessible active
sites than the other chains. Meanwhile, the electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurement is carried out at
the potential of @1.0 V vs. RHE to probe the electrocatalytic
kinetics on the electrode/electrolyte surface (Figure S22). As
revealed by the Nyquist plots, Cu-PzI has a much smaller
charge transfer resistance, followed by Cu-PzH, proving that
Cu-PzI enables to provide faster electron transfer from the
catalyst surface to the reactant in the process of intermediate
formation. Based on the above experimental results, it proves
that Cu-PzH and Cu-PzI have different activity and selectiv-
ity for electrochemical CO2RR. Notably, stability is a crucial
criterion to evaluate the durability properties of catalysts for
further applications. To analyze the electrochemical stability
of these chain catalysts, the long-time durability tests of Cu-
PzH and Cu-PzI as representative samples are assessed with
chronoamperometric curves at @1.0 V. During the process,
Cu-PzH shows the FEC2H4

can be maintained higher than
50% with current density & 340 mAcm@2, and Cu-PzI shows
the FECH4

can be maintained higher than 40% with current
density & 258 mAcm@2 in continuous electrolysis throughout
stability test. And we also calculate their TON for the long
experiments (Table S8). By comparing the PXRD spectra
before and after the test, it was found that the four chains

could maintain their structure, which proved the stability of
the catalyst (Figure S23).

Based on accurate crystalline structure models, the DFT
calculation is carried out to further explain that the relation-
ship between the coordination microenvironment variation
and the performance differences in FECH4

and FEC2H4
of these

chain catalysts. In the process of CO2 reduction, the change of
the direct coordination microenvironment of catalytic active
center usually has an important influence on its charge density
distribution and electronic structure of Cu. Based on the
above considerations, our DFT calculations mainly focus on
the following two aspects. On one hand, as shown by the
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of these chains (Fig-
ure 3c), itQs easy to find that the electron-donating ability of
the HOMO is enhanced when the 4-XPz is gradually occupied
by H, Cl, Br, and I. As an electric field is applied, the electrons
on the HOMO are excited to the LUMO.[19] It is obvious that
the charge density of different electronegative substituent
atoms on the 4-XPz ligand is gradually moved to the Cu active
center through the ligand, which corresponds to the charge
transfer direction.

On the other hand, the partial densities of states (PDOS)
of Cu active sites in these chain catalysts are performed to
confirm the binding strength of the catalyst surface and the
key reaction intermediate.[20] The Fermi level in calculation is
set as 0 eV. When the 4-XPz is gradually occupied by H, Cl,
Br, and I, it is obvious that the d-band center is upshifted from
the Fermi energy level (Ef) due to the polarization of halogen,
which increases from @3.22 eV in Cu-PzH to @3.01 eV in Cu-
PzI (Figure 3a). In general, the closer the d-band center gets
to the Fermi energy level, the more catalytic activity of Cu
sites.[21] It leads to an increase in the binding strength of the
metal active site and *HCO, which is difficult to further
reducing the reaction barrier of the rate-determining step
(RDS): *CO-*COH for generating C2H4. Therefore, it con-
firms the better selectivity of Cu-PzI for CH4, which agrees
with experimental results. However, Cu-PzH can only under-
go C@C coupling and then hydrogenated because of its
highest reaction barrier of RDS (*CO-*HCO), finally tends
to produce C2H4. Moreover, as the d-band center gets closer
to the Fermi level, Cu-PzCl and Cu-PzBr are in the transition
state, witness that the adsorption ability of *HCO has
changed from strong to weak, corresponding to the variation
of selectivity trend from C2H4 to CH4. These PDOS results
verify that the upshift of the d-band center increases the
adsorption energy of *HCO and affects the selectivity of the
reduction product.

In order to further explore the important relationship of
structure-performance that causes the difference in the
electrocatalytic activity of the four chain catalysts, these
chain structures are optimized (the Cu active sites have no
coordination water molecules). The simulation results show
that the synergistic effect (DCu-Cu and bCu-Cu) between the
neighboring bi-copper sites in these chains have apparent
differences when the coordination microenvironment
changes. The detailed structural parameters are shown in
Figure 3b. For Cu-PzH, the DCu-Cu shortens from 3.64 to
3.57 c, meanwhile the bCu-Cu increases from 71.67 to 74.4888,
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which cause the shortest *CO···*COH (1.48 c) distance to
realize the C@C coupling for generating C2H4 among these
chains (Figure 3d). However, for Cu-PzI, the longest distance
of *CO···*COH (1.54 c) caused by the limitation of the DCu-Cu

(3.63 c) and the smallest bCu-Cu (70.8788) of adjacent bi-copper
centers is not conducive to C@C coupling (Figure 3d). There-
fore, the intermediate state of *CO is more inclined to
hydrogenation for producing CH4 in Cu-PzI. Additionally, the
situation of the DCu-Cu and bCu-Cu of Cu-PzCl and Cu-PzBr are
the same as PDOS trends. From Cu-PzCl to Cu-PzBr, the
*CO···*COH distance gradually increases from 1.50 to 1.52 c
as a result of the DCu-Cu lengthening from 3.60 to 3.61 c and
the bCu-Cu decreasing from 72.42 to 71.8288 in a small range,
which also proves that C@C coupling is becoming more and
more difficult. Thus, all the mentioned parameters, including
Cu-Cu distance, dihedral angle, C@C distance, and orbital
overlapping of CO* residues, are connected and all have
influence on the C@C coupling ability.

Based on the results of experimental and
theoretical calculations, we propose the possible
electrochemical CO2RR pathways for CO2-to-
CH4 and CO2-to-C2H4 conversions on these chain
catalysts to better understanding the catalytic
reaction mechanism (the detail free energy dia-
grams of CO2 reduction to CO, CH4, and C2H4 for
Cu-PzX were shown at Figures S24–S27). As
shown in Figure 4, the Gibbs free energy diagrams
of reducing CO2 to CH4 and C2H4 illustrate their
energy-favorable paths on these four chain cata-
lysts at a potential of @1.0 V versus RHE, and
provides the corresponding optimized structures
of all intermediates generated on Cu active
sites.[22] Obviously, the free energy change for
the overall process was negative, which indicates
that reducing CO2 to CH4 and C2H4 was thermo-
dynamically favorable on the four chain catalysts.
First, based on the lowest energy pathways for
CH4 generation, CO2 is firstly converted from
physical adsorption to chemical adsorption on
two adjacent catalytic Cu sites and then quickly
transformed into *COOH by hydrogenation.
Subsequently, the *COOH is conformed into
*CO intermediate by breaking the C@O bond.

Most importantly, the free energy calculations
reveal that the step of *CO converted to *HCO
determines the overall rate for CH4 production.
The Gibbs free energy (DG) value calculated at
@1.0 V for *HCO formation on Cu-PzI is
@0.15 eV, being lower than Cu-PzH (0.29 eV),
Cu-PzCl (0.10 eV), and Cu-PzBr (0.007 eV), in-
dicating that the reaction of *CO-*HCO is quite
facile to occur on the Cu-PzI (Figure 4b). The
proposed path carries on through in the sequence
of *HCOH, *CH, *CH2, *CH3, CH4(g) with the
multi-step proton-electron transfer (Figure 4a).
The detailed free energies for elementary steps
involved in CH4 generation from CO2 reduction
on Cu-PzX at @1.0 V are shown in Table S9.

However, based on the lowest energy pathways for C2H4

generation, the C@C coupling step (*CO-*COCOH) is
recognized as the rate-determining step for CO2RR to
generate C2H4 on the Cu-PzX.[23] The detailed free energies
for elementary steps involved in C2H4 generation from CO2

reduction on Cu-PzX at @1.0 V are shown in Table S10. The
reaction of *CO-*COCOH on Cu-PzH, Cu-PzCl, Cu-PzBr,
and Cu-PzI with DG values of @0.49 eV, @0.09 eV, @0.05 eV,
0.10 eV, respectively (Figure 4 d). Obviously, Cu-PzH is quite
facile to carry out C@C coupling, leading to the highest
selectivity to C2H4 formation, followed by Cu-PzCl, Cu-PzBr,
and Cu-PzI. Particularly, the *COCOH species is considered
as a key intermediate for C2+ product formation in CO2RR.
whatQs more, the *COC species is obtained by breaking the
C@O bond of *COCOH, hydrogenating, and releasing water
molecules. Then the *COCH, *COHCH, *CCH, *CHCH,
*CHCH2 intermediates generate by the multi-step proton-
electron transfer processes. In the end, the produced C2H4

quickly desorbs from the catalyst surface. These steps are

Figure 3. Exploring the potential relationship between structure and performance.
a) Calculate the partial densities of states (PDOS) of Cu 3d for Cu-PzX (X =H, Cl,
Br, I) catalysts. b) The important parameters (DCu-Cu, bCu-Cu and the distance of
*CO···*COH for C@C coupling) and rate-determining step (RDS) in the optimized
structure of Cu-PzX catalysts. c) Plots of charge density differences for Cu-PzX
compounds. Blue and yellow areas indicate loss and gain of charge, respectively.
d) 2D display of charge density of Cu-PzH (left) and Cu-PzI (right) systems, the
electron-density isosurfaces are plotted at 0.15 e bohr@3.
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mainly downhill in free energy at @1.0 V, as shown in
Figure 4c.

In short, the sequence of the reaction energies on four
chain catalysts is well consistent with our experiments, which
favorably support that the synergistic effect caused by
coordination microenvironment variations of Cu active sites
plays a critical role in the reaction mechanism and selectivity
on specific reduction product. From our work, as the
coordination microenvironment changes, the synergistic ef-
fect (the distance and dihedral angle) between the adjacent
bi-copper active sites and the d-band center are also different.
This fact makes two neighboring catalytic active sites have
significant adsorption ability variations to intermediate
species of different reduction products, which ultimately
alters the electrocatalytic activation path and selectivity of the
specific products.

Conclusion

In summary, we designed and synthesized crystalline
single-chain models (Cu-PzH, Cu-PzCl, Cu-PzBr, and Cu-
PzI) to explain CO2 electroreduction product selectivity in
a flow cell. The variation of coordination microenvironment
changes the distances (from 3.57 to 3.63 c) and dihedral
angles (from 74.48 to 70.8788) between bi-copper atoms in
these crystalline compounds, which directly leads to the
selectivity of CH4 and C2H4 showing a regular change from
1:6.5, 1: 2.3, 1:1.2 to 1:0.3. Specifically, Cu-PzH exhibits the
highest FEC2H4

(60 %) at @1.0 V with a large current density

of @346.46 mAcm@2. When the substituent of the 4-XPz
ligand changes from Cl, to Br, and to I, the FEC2H4

gradually
decreases, while the FECH4

increases. Cu-PzI has the highest
FECH4

of 52% at @1.0 V with a large current density of
@287.52 mAcm@2. Based on experimental results and DFT
calculations, the selectivity difference can be attributed to the
following two key points. On one hand, the synergistic effect
(DCu-Cu and bCu-Cu) between neighboring catalytic active sites
induced by the variation of the coordination microenviron-
ment changes the distance of C@C coupling. On the other
hand, the coordination microenvironment variation regulates
the adsorption ability of the catalytically active center to the
key reaction intermediates state by affecting the d-band
center of copper. This work provides a stable and essential
crystalline model system to study, systematically, the impor-
tant influence of the coordination microenvironment varia-
tions of adjacent catalytic active centers on the activity and
selectivity of C1 or C2 reduction products in CO2RR.
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